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CRIMINOLOO Y AND SOCIAL ANTHROPOLOGY
CRIMINOLOOY

As an antlu"opologist now engaged in researoh in the orimip.ological
field I have inevitably been interested in methodol1gical similarities
and differences between the two disciplines~
disciplines~
They oame closest together
in the late nineteenth century, when, feeding on the primitive/civilised
dichotomy evinced by evolutionist
eVolutionist theory, Cesare Lornbroso
Lombroso developed
pseudo-scientific techniques,
teohniques, akin to those of physical anthropologists,·
anthropologists,
for class~fYing
class~fYing the 'criminal type'.
Indeed, Lombroso specifically comcom
pared' 'criminals, savages and apes': the typical criminal was seen as an
atavistic being, sharing with the other two groups features such as
'enormous jaws, prominent superciliary arches, solitary lines in the palms,
ears ••• ' and so on.(l)
extreme size of the orbits, handle shaped or sensile ears•••
Conversely, the anthropologist F. Galton turned his attention tocrimin
tocriminology, writing in ~ in 1879 'OnCanposite Portraits', an attempt to get
at the essence of the criminal face.

However, once it became olear to both disciplines that crude evolut
evolutuntenable, and that. 'innate' charaoter oould not be
ionary theories were untenable..
equated with physical or racial features, the paths diverged significantly.
Whereas ideas such as those of Levy-Bruhi on 'primitivementalityt
'primitive mentality' found
no support in the new schools
social anthropology, being criticised by
Malinowski, Durkheim and others for over-stressing individual psychology
(and thUs, by inference, merely hew ways of confirming the otherness and
inferiority
oriminologythe traces of the evolutionist
inferioritY' of primitives), in criminology-the
ide~ of
period were not so easily shaken off.
Instead of rejecting the ideli
intrinsic difference, Lombroso and his followers simply created new 'types':
to the atavistic criminal were added the 'epileptic criminal', the 'insane
criminal' and almost in the same breath the 'poorly educated criminal'.(2)
criminal' .(2)
tstepped off the verandah'.
The SUbject
subject devel
develNo British criminologists 'stepped
oped as the bUnkered
blinkered study of individuals in
in captivity and the quantifi
quantification of suspect official statistics, separating itself from any wider
widerscale sociological analysis.
Terence Morris complained in 1957:

Of

tThefounding of a school
sohool of "criminal
"oriminal anthropology.,
anthropology.' seems to have
resulted in the total or near total, eclipse of the work of socio
sociologists in the criminal field. . The genetic theories of crime
which
r~placed by psychological theories
whioh have subsequently been r~placed
of crime seem to have excited so much interest that sopiological
sopiologioal
theories, especially in Europe, have been of secondSrY
importance.'(})
.
One explanation put forward for this state of affairs is the occupation
of the field f)r most. of this century by 'medical men', who originally
moved into it attracted by Lombroso's widely publicised biological theoriee.
theories.
Particularly in England and the Scandinavian countries, psychologists and
psychiatrists have subsequently outlined the history of criminology as
though it were a branch of medicine, tracing it through the works of Gall,
Lavater, Pinel, Morel, Esquinol, Maudsley, etc., and ignoring the socio
sociological theories of Guerry, Quetelet, Bonger, MArx, and others writing
before the 'Lombrosian myth' took hold.(4)
Only within the last few years
have sociologists made anY'real
any real headway against the prevalence of pathol
pathological models of crime - and this has been largely due to the influence of
American criminology, where Marton,
Merton, Sutherland, Cressy and others have at
least kept the sooiological
sociological tradition alive.
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reascm £~COlI.t.inuing
£~COlI.t.inuing emphasis on
However, a more fundamental reasen
ind:ividual. cr1m:lnal.
cr1m:lna1 rather thanon-soci.aL..structures
thanon-soc:i.aL..structures and
naws in the indi.viduaJ.
definitions may be found in a oompari.son with the priv:Ueged ,positi.on
,posi:ti.on
~thropology.
of social ~thropology.
Because criminal activity
activity takesplac'e as it
reg~ded astnore
as more ofa
were 'on our own doorstep', it has always been reg~ded
threat to the accepted values of life in Western society
soci.ety than' has the'
Br:1.t.ieh anthro...
anthro...
behaviour of 'natives' on the far side of the world.
Br:Lt.i.sh
pologists coUld. afford the'
the .luxury
of. an ethically 'nel1tru'· stance with
luxury of
elsewhere, although'
regard to practices they studied in the COlonies ~d elseWhere,
many of these (e.g. irifanticide, mutilation in rites of passage, burial'
alive of Divine Kings) wouldhave been treated as, serious crimes athQme •.
Pocock's statement:
'
Most social anthropologists would endorse POCOCk'S
.'

w.orkiIlg .
'It is evident at the outset that the anthropologist w.orki£g.
tt )
'tothertt)
in another society (or in his oWn society regarded as '·other
must take a certatn
cert8.i.n stance quite different from that of, say,
government official or missionary, who is concerned to bring
a governmentofficial
a~ordance with certainbeJ.j.a,fs which he holds.·
holds.'
about changes in a~ordance
(19'71:86)
.
Th.e word'
word t criminologist' could not, automatically be substitute! for
Th,e
'anthropologist t in the above extract.,
generally
'anthropologist'
extract .', Crirniliologists have generally
fUOdingauthorities as a series of
had to justify their research to fttndingauthorities
attempts geared directly or indirectly to finding ways of reduoing, or
el.iminating, the incidence of crime
orime in their oWn society, and
ideally ellminating,
offici~s and missionaries'
have often worked closely with 'government offici~s
(probation officers were originally known as 'court missionaries',
missionaries'"
. interestingly).
Fran
From the beginning, the dice were loadedagaiIlst
loaded 'against
their chances of portraying criminals as' ordinary healthy individuals
acting in a specific socio-culturalspace.
The criminal
socio-cultural. space.
orimina1 act became
Il1eanirtg,excep~·as a· futiie.
stripp~d of Il1eanirtg,excep~'as
tutile. response t6 weaknesses within the
indi~dUal
indi~dUal or, "latterly.
"latteriyt With1D his environment.
Th~ positivist crimiriC?logy
It grew out
crimiriqlogy developed and took hold.
of an uPeasy blend of sociological, psychiatric/psyohological and juris
jurisprudent~al
prudent~al thought (crimiriologists,
(criminologists, like social anthropologists, coming
to thei;r
aeadem:i.c.and pro~ee6:i.onal
thei~ subject from·
from a variety of academic.and
pro~eesional backgrounds),
backgrounds).
and gra4uallytook
gra4ua1lytook on a character of its own.
The traditional method which il:l by no means defunot ;.. relied heavily on statistical
statisticaJ. analyses- ,
of offidial, data about the background, character and offences of convicted
individ~s.
'LaW-like generalities·
individ~s.
'Law-like
generalities t were sought induotively ~hrough
~hrough '
measureIlient
measureI\ient and quantification, a procedure commonly justified by <refer- ,
ence to:a stereo-typed model of the natural sciences (criminologists
have be~n
bej3n far slower than social, anthropologists to see the implications
of the ;philosophy of science debate between Kuhn, Popper, etc.).

familiar arguments about the pos1t
positThere is no need to repeat here familiar·
iiv.ib~
vib'"t method,'
but two features and their consequences must be mentioned;
method,but
a) the prevalence of deterministic explan,ations, and
b) the obsession with finding 'real' faCts.
a)

DETERMINISM

The procedure of comparing a sample of convicted offewiers with a
control sample of 'nomal'
'noruial' people, which has been a common
oommon method in
criminology, not only creates a false dichotany, but leads to the position
that criminals are regarded as theproduct of various physical, psychological
and/or
Reoent examples are the 'discovery'
an~or environmental determinants.
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that more oonvictedoriminals than non-drJmjnaJs
non-crJmjnaJs have an eXtr.a
e~ Y ohromosome,
deprivation'. 'broken
·broken
measurements of 'psycho-pathictendencies't
'psycho-pathictendencies', 'social deprivation',
homes', etc.
The clear inference is that if experts~
experts~ allowed afrear
hand to alter such determining influences, the volume of crime could be
reduced.
Yet at the same time, the legal proQess in England still rests
heavily on the 'free-will' model of 'human action, where a man is held
responsible for his actions.
There has been a fundamental ideological
clash between the judiciary (and sections of the police and prison service)
on one hand and criminologists and welfare workers on'
on the other, for most
of this century.
In almost every criminal case the contradiction mani
manifests itself: should the punishment fit the orime or the criminal?
In
practice, the conflict is mediated by a variety of devices, from the ex
extremes of declaring a person 'unfit to plead' (thus relieving him entirely
of free will) to detailed consideration of 'mitigating circumstances' (often
based on reports by doctors and welfare workers).
In effect the judge
weighs up 'evil intent' against 'circumstances beyond the offender's
control'.
The general trend has been incres.singly
increasingly towards the hegemony
of the deterministic model, with rapid growth of welfare services and
acceptance of more non-custodialsentences,but
'exemnon-custodial. sentences,' but occasionally heavy 'exem
plary' sentences are handed out to defendants (e.g. the Train Robbers, the
Krays,
even 'vandals' or 'hooligans')
delibKrays,·even.
'hooligans" who have been singled out as delib
erately 'evil' criminals '1IJith no excuse': thu~ the free-Will/punishment
free-will/punishment
model reasserts itself.
Despite the humanist advantages of the policies which have followed
from the positivist-determinist approach
s.pproach of criminologists the fact remains
that by concentrating
con.centrating on behaviour to the exclusion of thoughts and beliefs
of the actors it has not greatly improved our understanding of the pheno
phenomenon of crime.
In the oourse of attempts to break down exotic myths
about the nature of the 'criminal type', it has moved the concept of the
criminal from that of 'other' to 'like us essentially, but •••·This
••• ·This is
reflected in the concept of 'rehabilitation' - whereby an offender can be
'made fit again' for social life.
Apart from the veiled insult to, for
example, many drug-takers and 'political
'politicaJ. criminals' who would argue with
the idea that they cannot
it'has continued to support
Canllot help what they do, it·has
a consensus-view of western society similar to that which functionalist
anthropologists held of primitive societies.' 'Conduct norms' have been
seen as given by society. and obedience to them the natural response of
its members.
Deviation from them is dysfunctional.
Thus while social
anthropologists were elevating the behaViour
behaviour of of one nineteenth century
primitives'"- to the status of 'normal' and 'healthy', criminolo
'other' -... primitives
criminologists were relegating the behaviour of the second 'other' - criminals ...to that of 'abnormal' and 'pathological'.
b)

THE OBSESSION \oJITH FINDING 'REAL' FACTS.

The more sophisticated positivist
positiVist criminologists have recognised that
official statistics on crime are extremely problematic.
First, they are
categorised in legal terms which regularly undergo minor changes, thereby
making comparison
comParison over time difficult; .second, they are based on 'crimes
known to the police' and on individuals who pass through the complicated
legal machinery, so that a large number of 'real' crimes and criminals
appear to escape inclusion (and, conversely, through miscarriage of justice,
some people who are 'really'
•really' non-criminals are included).
How can the
~cientist' work with such shoddy material, it is asked.
'scientist'
Another apparent
problem is that ignorance or prejudice on the part of law-makers may
produce definitions of crime at variance with the majority: many positi
positivists would question the bland assumption made by Paul Tappan:
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consida~ed significantly in
'The behaviour prohibited has been consida~ed
r~presentative
., derogation of group welfare by de+!berat.'i've qrtd r~presentative
formru.lyC,onst,itute~ fcir thepurpo'Seofestabl:Lshing
the purpo'Seor establishing
assembly, formallyqonstitute~
nowhere else in the field of soeM cdntrol
c6ntrol is there'
such nonlls: noWhere
ort to alaobrat e stan'darde'
stan'dards'
directed acomparabie
a comparable rationalef!
raticmaieffort
conf<;mning to the predominant needfSt
needet desires andinter6sts of
confemning
commun:f,.ty •••• , Adjudicated offenders repre80"t
repre80Gt the closest
the communj,.ty....
'\'{ho, have in fact violat'edthe
p6ssible approximation to those '\'{ho
of the due process of
., law,careful~ysel~cted by the sieving oftha
the law. '.
'"
'
. '
., .
"
.,

,

Those who cannot accept this idealistic view have managed to guard
offici-al figures.
their positivist position by making adjustments to the offic1al
~volf'gang, in an article entitled 'HeasuringDelinquency',
Sellin and Wolfgang,
'Measuring Delinquency',
suggested ways of constructing an 'index of de.linquency, :thatwpuld,
:t;hatwpuld, in
contrast with traditional and entrenched
entrailched methods in use, provide a more
sensitive and meaningful measurement ofthesignit'icanc,e
of the significance and the ebb and
l.aw attributable to juveniles, taking into
flow of the infractions of the l,aw
seriQuanesE:l.' This
ThiE:l
account both the number of, these violations and their seriQuenesE:1.'
jury.' (compbsed of ;students~
;students~
included the establishment of a 'community jury,'
and social
E:locial workers1.) who 'rated' offences
policemen, juvenile court judges ahd
offenceE:1
seriousneE:lS, awarding points
pointE:l for 'injury inflicted on
according to their seriousness,
a victim, intimidation and violence , value of property lost or damaged,
etc.', (5);measurement of the rates,
rateE:l' of commission was also
a1E:lo limited: to
etc.'.
those offences which were caloulatedto be mos.tconsistently reported to
definitionE:l could be
the police.
Thus, the authors thought, official definitions
side-stepped and a picture of 'true' delinquenoy an,d
an~ the 'real' extent.
extent, of.
of ,
couldb,e calculat~d.Suitabl.e
calculat~d.Suitabl,e
'deviation' from the norm' among juveniles couldb.e
tl1eE:lituation.
action could then be taken to correct tl1esituation.
ThiE:l 'answer' of UE:ling
normE:l rather than legal criteria
criteria:aE:l
This
using conduct norms
as a
baE:lefor
meaE:lurement reveals clearly, ,the gapbet"'i'een
gapbetv.r'een anthropO::Logical
anthropo::t.ogical and
base
for measurementreve·alE:1clearly..the
anthropologiE:lts have for some tim,e
till!e
criminological thinking.
Social anthropologists
behind empirically observed 'behaviour' and 'stated
stated I).ormsat
~ormsat
been looking behindempirioally
categorieE:l
the'mechanisrtis (lingUistic,' social, political, ecological) prqduc;:ingthe categories
the'mechaniE:1rtis
w:Ltbi;l).. ',whioh~
',whioh~
E:luch
p~rspe.ctive
w:i.tb,i;l)..
E:1uch 'facts' are framed. :.The,' correctiona,l' p~r6pe.ctive
adopted by so many criminologists has put them, into blinkers, allowing
reality.•
them to see only one reality
,I
. 1
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LABELLING THEORY'

..

~

Over the laE:lt
laE:1t decade there has been some head~ay against the prevailing
inE:lpired largely by American sociologists
E:lociologiE:lts of crime.
tradition, inspired
An approach
firE:lt sight appears to be .more
,more palatable to a" modern social
which at first
anthropologist
anthropologiE:lt has grown up from the initial recognition that 'crime' and
'criminals' oan be created or, defined away by acts of legielation
legi.~lation and
magiE:ltrates, etc. ThiE:l
iE:lknown
decisions of policemen, juries; magistrates,
ThiE:1 is
known aE:l
aE:1
,'labelling'
labelling' or 'sooial reaotion'
reaotion', theory.
theory., .,The
two' names
nameE:l most
most, notably
The. two
aE:lE:lociatedwith
Roward Beoker and Edwin Lemert.
Becker's
wellassociated
with it, are Howard
BeCker's well
E:ltart from reap.s
knowrt statement of the pOE:lition
position they start
rea~s as follows:
..to' whom that l~bel has succeE:ls±'ully
'The deviant is
iE:1 one
one~o
success~uily been
applied; deviant behaviour is behaviour that people so label.'

(1963:9).
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Another 'labellist', Kai Erikson, insisting that 'social
t social process' is,
of more interest than.
than individual peculiarity writes:

'the 'critical"yariable
'critical":variable in the study of deviance. is the social
audience rather
ratner than' individual persons, since it is the ,
audience which eventually4ecides whether or not,
not. any given
action or actions will become a ,viable
.viable case of ~eviation.'(1962:308).
d,eviation.' (1962:308).
Unfortunately, much of the work of these theo~i6ts
theo~i6ts does not live up
to the promise of these interesting general statements.
Instead of
examining the generation and operation o£
o:f the social categories ('thief',
'drug addict', 'psychopath'. 'delinquent', etc.), they concentrate mainly
upon the effects, of the labelling upon individuals so labelled,thus
reverting to a form of social psychology.
One factor leading them in
this direction is the questionable distinction made by Lemert between
'primary"and 'secondary' deviation: the ,first
'first meaning simply ruleor law-breaking, the second,
secon~ the social and psychological responses of the
people 'processed' :by
Under his influence,
~y the legal and penal system.
labelling theorists have come ,to regard one of their main tasks as to
trace the development from primary to secondary· de'ITiation, i.e. to
document changes in self-identity from 'being normal' to 'being deviant'.
The argument is,that
is' that societyconf'uses
societyconfuses the act with 'the aotor, so that a
person arrested for primary deviation, e.g. a theft or a sexual offence,
becomes regarded as a deviant personality, and consequently experiences
rejection, contempt and suspicion which may not be merited~
merited~
Eventually
he may come to acoept the~bels
thellbels thrust upon him. In Becker's words:
'Treating a person as though he were generally 'rather than
than,
se~f-fulfiiiingprophecy. It
specially deviant produces a sel,f-fulfiiiingprophecy.
sets in motion several mechanisms which conspire to shape
When the
the person in the image people have of him.
deviaht is caught, he is treated in accordance with popular.
diagnosis 'of
treatment itself
of why he is that way, and the troatment
,
'
may 'likewise produce increasing deviance.'

,

(1963:34).

means when he puts forward the provoking thought
Thus what Lemert rlieanswhen
'social control leads to deviance' is simply that the way society reacts
to an offender may cause him to counter-react to i~s
it;s image of him, and as
But as Ronald
Akers says:
a part of this reaction, to offend again.
RonaldAkers
'From reading this literature one sometimes gets the impression
that people go abou, minding their own business,
busines,s, and then "vJham" - society comes along and slaps them with a stigmatised
label.
Forced into, a role of deviant the individual has
little choice but'to be deviant.'

(1967:46) •
confusions in' the work of 'labellists' is of
One of the fundamental confusions
the same order that Ardener has discussed with reference to work on
divorce. (6)
They swing between two quite separate ideas of what 'deviants'
or 'criminals' are: those labelled by society as such (irrespective of
actual behaviour, true guilt or innocence, ett.)
etc.) and those who really,
At the beginning of the process they
'out there', break rules or laws.
describe, it seems that the first idea holds - nobody is deviant until
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caught and labelled.
However, once social reaction has taken placet the
second notion is brought in, and the person becomes a 'real' deviant
(actually breaks the rules or laws) as a reaction to his label.
One
might ask how Lemert would regard an unconvicted bank robber setting out
on his fifth 'job'.
He has as yet experienced no official reaction,
but, a) knows very well that his actions are against the law, b) if not
arrested he will likely do it again, and c) he has a self-identity as a
professional criminal ••• Is he 'really' a criminal or not?
Ironically, although labellists strongly criticise positivist crim
criminologists for accepting official, legalistic definitions of criminals
without reflection, they have not fully escaped the trap themselves.
They set out on the road to an analysis of the labelling process, but
quickly
qUickly turn back to explanations of why officially-defined criminals
actually commit crimes.
Like the positivists, they have largely ex
excluded meaning and intention from criminal acts.
bankOur unconvicted bank
robber does not just happen to be pointing a shot gun at a cashier.
This is part of a planned, rational action, in cooperation w~ others
(the 'finger', getaway driver, etc.) and it has a&finite meaning to him
and to those he is robbing.
This meaning is obviously dependent on the
social arrangements of the time and the country in which he is acting the existence of banks, cashiers, shot guns and the significance accorded
to them hy society.
Anthropologists have spent a great deal of time discussing 'ration
'rationality' and 'translation' of social meanings, but criminologists have
lagged seriously behind.
A bank robbery is relatively simple for most
observers to understand t but where phenomena such as 'vandalism','hool
'vandalism','hooliganism', 'drug-taking', 'silly'minor thefts, etc. are concerned, many
see any rationality at all in the actions.
Certainly,
observers cannot sce
'social reaction' is an essential part of the analysis required, but
only a part.
The social reaction must be explained, not just gLven; and
the intentions and projects of the deviants must pe given social meaning.
Labellists have dodged the first of these requirements by vague references
to 'moral entrepreneurs' forcing their categories on the rest of society.
As two modern deviancy theorists putit (L. Taylor and I. Taylor, 1968):
'The definers are (regarded as) a group of free-floating baddies.'
The second, issue they have obfuscated by over-emphasising the individual's
self-image as a rejected citizen.

OF CRIMINALS?
AN ANTHROPOLOGY OFCRIHINALS?
Charlotte Hardman asked in an earlier JASO (IV.2:83):ean there be
an anthropology of children?
If we SUbstItUte 'criminals' for 'children'
canan
in her question, how can
an anthropological approach help in understanding
crime?
It may be fruitful to take note of M. Crick's stance in his
(~.IV.l:19):
discussion of witchcraft (~.IV.l:19):
'A sign of conceptual advance in this field will perhaps be
our ceasing to write ~ witchcraft.
So I disagree with Standefer,
who saw the first problem as that of defining witchcraft: I shall
deny the phenomenon; to define it away.·
endeavour to 'deny
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concepts
sJ-~ve ~given
~given ao
so muCh troubJ.e../
concepta of '.or,;lme·
',or,;lme' ~d ;' crimi Us) sJ-~ve
, they i too '/llightiniifiaJ,ly be 'ge.f;i.ned
'ge.f:i.ned away'. ""~logists\liou1d'do
~logists\liould"do
well,
s~art, at the oth~r
institutional~:fi,zl; ti OD&.'<
00&.'< ' Ardener
we].l, to s'l;art
oth~r ,end
.end from institutional~:fi,zl;
writes (~.IV
(~.IV.3); 'ft.i~,alw~ysth~major
'ft,i~,alw~.ysth~majortask in anthropology to ,find
the ,8.9tqr IS,
"'. ,
t s, clas,?;1,fica,t;i..on.'
clas/?;1,fica,t:io.on.'
,,
'" ,
,Th~
,Th~

't't.
..

:,'

'.

•

,

,.."' ,I woUld ,say !·tirst;
,task' ,rather
.than,'maj()rtaak.'
A1J.y:p.ow, ·itis
!·tirst;task'
.ra'l;her .than:'maj()ri::aak.'
Al}y:p.ow,
,it is
surely a,goodj,dea to 19ok at specific cultura,].
cultural. activitiessuc:p..as
activitiessuc:p..as,
,; 'pilfering'".tsafe-blowi,ng'.,
'pot-smoking','hous~-.
'pilfering'.,,'safe-blowi,ng',t 't~.-:f:i,.ddlingt,
't~..:f:i,.dd1ingt, 'pot-smoking','hous~-.
bre~in~', 'piqking
1,.e. ;using,tl1e 9ategories
'pi"qking ppqkets',j()r 'joy-,riding', :L.e.
orq.inary peopleaoceptrather tha.nlegaldefinitions,
find"
tha,nlegaldefinitions. .,We
We can find,
people who c'onsciously have taken part in such activities, convic::t,ed
convic;:t,ed or
unconvioted,and without calling them criminals, find out how they go
about them, the terms they use to talk about them, and how their relation
relationships with other people are affected.
Some will be highly developed
criminal 'trades' (e.g. picking pockets), others recognised as part of
a definite ~riminal
~riminal culture' (e.g. housebreaking), others virtually
accepted as pa,rt,
of 'what everybody does' (pilfering at work, tax
taxp~rtof
fiddling) •
We can then go on to see how the actors' understandings fit
with those of the agents of social control ..- police, magistrates, pro
probation officers, etc. - and how both sides act out the cultu~al
cultu~al programmes
produced by society as a whole. .
interesting categories used in casual'
com~'ersation
There are many'
many'interesting
casualcon~ersation
which merit 'unpacking'.
For example, police tend to divide persistent
criminals into two general
,categories, of 'Villains'
'villains' and 'mugs'; 'ordinart
general.categories
prisoners classify some people who have committed certain sex offences
as 'nonces'; some people become known as 'grasses' While
while others who
have informed in a similar way are seen as having legitimately' saved
skin under press~e.
press~e.
Official terminology is also a rich
their own Skin
.,field:
field: ••clients'
clients' (probationers); 'psychopath', 'treatment', 'delinquency',
are all filled withscial meaning and a discussion of anyone leads into
insights about general social divisions and assumptions.
~Jith this sort of approach, we aie likely to come up with better
~Jith
explanatiQns of why some people and some offences are pursued with
greater vigour by the police than others (cf. the 'alcoholic petty thief'
with the 'expense-account fiddler'); Why
why some attract public or press
outcries and others sneaking admiration (cf. 'masked bandits in payroll
Robbery); Why
snatch' with the Great Train Robbsl'Y);
why certain phenomena suddenly
cause 'moral panics' - 'mods and rockers', 'Hell's Angels', 'skinheads',
'telephone vandalism', 'mugging' - when they have continued for years
before (and after) under a different name. (7)

Criminology has lagged behind anthropology since the development of
fieldwork.
Although some criminologists are now becoming aware of
debates about the philosophy of science, rationality, meaning, etc., the
discipline suffers the disadvantage of not having undergone a lengthy
fieldwork period.
The 'deviancy theorist8',~.
theorists~~. a group of mainly young
aoademics who meet regularly at the National Deviancy Conference, are
attempting to make revolutionary changes in the subject, and have pro
produced some excellent studies of subjects like industrial sabotage,
football hooliganism and drug-taking using essentially anthropologioal
However, the danger
techniques linked with a Marxist perspective. (8)
lacking a substantial tradition of fieldwork, they
is now apparent that laoking
will fall back into abstract social theory and 'lose the phenomenon'.
In any event, there is a pressing need for a readable and convincing
alternative approach to be developed to combat the alarming implications
of psychological positivist thinking as it has been developed by Hans
Eysenck:
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'The problem to be discuss,ediE:t 'hbw can: we engineer a social consent
which will make people behave in a socialiy adapted, 'law-abiding fashion,
which will not lead to abreakdoWIll ~f the intricately interwoven fabric
of social life?
Clearly we ,are failing to do this: 'the'ever'
increasing number of unofficial strikes, the eVerc"increasing' statistics
of crime of all sorts, the general alienation on which so many writers
have commented are voluble witnesses to this statement.
The psycholo,gist would answer that what was clearly required was atechriology of ,
consent ... that is, a generally applicable method of inculcating suitable
habits of sooiaiised conduct into the citizens (and particularly the
future citizens) of the country in question -'or preferably the whole
world. '
(1969:688).

Michael Maguire.
NOTES

1.

Cesare Lombroso, Introduction to Ferrara 1911: xiv

2.

This change is observable even between different editions of
Lombroso's famous work 'L'Uomo Delinguente'. Between 1876 and
l897 he modified his views considerably.

3.
4.

T. Morris (1957: 41).

5.
6.
7.
8.

This phenomenon was well described by Lindesmith and Levin as
early as 1937, and their criticism is developed by Taylor, Walton
and Young (1973) chapter 2.
In Sellin and Wolfgang (eds) 1969 pp,••
pp.i. 1-6.
E. Ardener (1962).
The term 'moral panic' was coined by Stanley
,stanley Cohen.(1971).
Cohen. (1971).
Cf. Cohen (ed) 1971.
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